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Twenty years ago, a terrible tragedy shattered the tranquility of the small Pennsylvania Dutch town

of Reflection. The residents of the village have never forgiven the one woman they blamed for what

happened - Rachel Huber. After the incident, Rachel left the town and cut off all ties there. But when

Rachel receives the news that her estranged grandmother, Helen, is ill and needs her care, she

returns to Reflection. On arrival she discovers that the town has not forgotten the past, and, among

the hostility and gossip, Rachel is forced to seek out old allies and new passions. Soon she finds an

unlikely advocate in her grandmother, who surprises her with her wise counsel and rare strength.

Rachel comes to realize that they are both trying to overcome the past, and in doing so they bring

private guilt and concealed secrets into the light.
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I will preface this review by first saying this book has an aspect which sometimes bothers romance

readers, but I will also say this book will go in my top five of all-time favorite reads. If you are

adamantly opposed to infidelity in the novels you read, in any way, shape or form, you might want to

skip REFLECTION. However, if you're like me and can forgive infidelity in certain circumstances

read on. And remember, this book is marketed as "Fiction" rather than "Romance" probably more

because of its broad range but also because of the sensitive issues. However if the concepts of lost

loves, putting the past behind, forgiveness, and learning to live again appeal to you, run -- don't walk

-- to find this fabulous book ASAP.Schoolteacher Rachel Huber has returned to her hometown of



Reflection, Pennsylvania, deep in Amish country, to care for her ailing grandmother. She had fled

the area 21 years earlier, immediately after being involved in a horrible tragedy. Her return is

bittersweet as she is not exactly made to feel welcome by many of the town members who blame

her for the terrible event occurring over two decades earlier. However there is at least one very big

exception - her childhood friend, Michael Stoltz. Michael, Rachel, and Luke Pierce had been

inseparable in childhood. It was always known that Luke and Rachel would marry but shortly

afterwards, Luke was drafted and sent to service in Vietnam. Michael, a conscientious objector, and

Rachel join the Peace Corps and are sent to Rwanda. Michael and Rachel have always shared a

deep friendship and love but have never acted on their romantic feelings. Michael eventually

marries another woman from their town, Katy, who he doesn't love but needs to forget Rachel.
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